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9C O N C L U S I O N
This thesis has explored various options for extending mathematical
morphology to vector- and tensor-valued images. It has shown the im-
portance of enforcing group invariances, and given a systematic method
to do this. It has also posited sponges as a generalization of lattices that
might be better suited as a basis for the further development of mor-
phological concepts for vector spaces, periodic spaces, and manifolds.
Various earlier methods are shown to be interpretable in either (or both)
of these frameworks, providing both insight into the methods and evi-
dence of the relevance of the frameworks. The nal part of this thesis
has explored the relevance of paths, and path openings in particular, to
tensor elds. It also presented a new method for making path openings
more robust to noise. More detailed observations regarding the dierent
techniques presented in this thesis are given below.
9.1 group-invariant frames
The false colour problem is the appearance of new colours that bear no
obvious resemblance to the original colours, as a result of processing
the colour channels independently (like when using a product order).
Chapter 2 suggests that the actual problem lies in violating certain in-
variances that we implicitly assume should hold. As a potential solution,
a method for modifying any given operator so that it becomes invariant
to a given group of transformations is provided. Based on the results in
Chapter 3 in particular, we can conclude that mathematical morphology
can (and often should) be generalized to vector- and tensor-valued im-
ages using a product order (albeit on a carefully chosen representation).
Burgeth et al. [39] already recognized the importance of rotation in-
variance in earlier work on ltering tensor-valued images, but tried en-
forcing this directly on the original tensor space. Since it is not possible
to dene a rotation-invariant vector lattice on the original tensor space,
this resulted in a loss of most properties that are taken for granted in tra-
ditional morphology. In contrast, the frame-based method presented in
this thesis relies on constructing a new representation that does admit
a rotation-invariant vector lattice.
Explicitly building group-invariant representations and applying
morphological lters to them is shown in Chapter 3 to lead to more
intuitive results and to give the best performance to date in several
tasks that were previously used to compare dierent orders. Chapter 4
discusses the potential for ltering tensor elds. Interestingly, these
results may extend to other non-linear settings as well. For example,
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the argument given in Chapter 3 in favour of rotation invariance for
computing the morphological covariance applies equally well to com-
puting the autocorrelation. It would be interesting to explore such
(generalised) approaches in more detail.
In future work it might make sense to take a closer look at groups
containing non-linear transformations. In this light, it might also make
sense to examine what transformation groups work best for what pur-
pose. For example, in this work a very crude denition of a hue rotation
was used (it does not fully preserve perceptual brightness and satura-
tion). So, for example, what transformation groups would make sense
from a perceptual point of view?
Alternatives to using the canonical dual frame to get back to the orig-
inal colour space would also be an interesting area of future study. The
canonical dual frame leads to a least-squares solution and simple, linear,
methods. However, other methods, based on dierent dual frames or Lp -
minimization with p , 2 might also have interesting characteristics.
It could also be worthwhile to compare the rotation-invariant ap-
proach developed here with an approach based on principal component
analysis (PCA) [58]. A PCA-based approach might be able to mitigate
some of the issues discussed in this thesis (like not being able to dier-
entiate a red-blue oscillation from a black-magenta oscillation), but nec-
essarily cannot do so for all such cases at the same time (as it still relies
on nding a basis). Also, it is not immediately clear how a PCA-based
approach could relate to using a frame like the hue-invariant frame.
It should be noted that the method used in the examples in Chap-
ters 3 and 4 eectively boils down to ltering many, many greyscale
images/channels, which is pretty slow. This is because a frame with an
innite number of vectors is approximated by a frame with a nite but
large number of vectors (about 20 to 150 in the examples in this thesis,
as opposed to a basis with a very small number of vectors). In future re-
search it might pay to look closer at how best to select such a subset. Or
even to nd a completely dierent way to achieve the same end result
(see Chapter 5 for example).
9.2 pseudo-morphology and sponges
Chapters 2 to 4 have shown how to construct new representations based
on frames on which we can perform meaningful morphological opera-
tions. But what if we want to ensure that the output is of the same
form as the input? Chapter 5 has shown how the frame-based approach
relates to earlier methods that work directly on the original represen-
tation. Chapter 6 has demonstrated how some such methods can be de-
scribed using sponges, a generalization of lattices.
More specically, Chapter 5 has shown that joins/meets based on a
rotation-invariant frame correspond one-on-one with convex hulls, and
that two earlier methods for tensor morphology developed by Burgeth
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et al. [39] (based on the Loewner order) can be interpreted within the
frame-based approach: both methods are equivalent to using frames
with a particular projection back to the original space. Chapter 6, on
the other hand, showed how vector levelings [203] and the “hyperbolic
upper half-plane geodesic ordering” [9] can be interpreted in terms of
sponges (both of which were not yet recognized as tting into a gen-
eral framework), while the Loewner order used by Burgeth et al. [39]
cannot. Intriguingly, there also appears to be a link between vector lev-
elings and rotation-invariant frames (through Example 2.10).
Chapter 5 has also given a quantitative analysis of the “error” made in
Burgeth et al. [39]’s approaches, compared to sticking to a frame-based
representation. It remains to be seen how a least-squares projection
compares exactly, but by construction its (least-squares) error should
obviously be smaller. It is interesting to note that the relative error re-
mains bounded, albeit not particularly small (up to about a quarter).
Although the frame-based approach has been shown to be closely re-
lated to several “direct” methods, it would still be interesting to have
a more immediate way of dening morphological concepts on various
spaces. To this end, Chapter 6 has proposed a novel algebraic structure
called a sponge (closely related to the notion of a weakly associative lat-
tice). This structure generalizes lattices not by forgoing (unique) meets
and joins, but rather by letting go of having a (transitive) order. It pre-
serves the absorption property though, as well as a property called “part
preservation”. These properties are important in the intuitive interpre-
tation of joins and meets: absorption guarantees that the meet of a set
is a lower bound of the set, while part preservation guarantees that a
meet is truly the “greatest” lower bound, in the sense that it is an upper
bound of all other lower bounds.
Several examples of sponges have been given to illustrate their scope
and potential relevance. One of the example sponges operates on a pe-
riodic space (something which is utterly impossible with a lattice), an-
other gives rotation-invariant joins/meets on a Hilbert space (impossi-
ble in a vector lattice at least), while a third operates on hyperbolic space
(as far as the author is aware this has not even been explored in the con-
text of lattices). One advantage of recognizing these as sponges rather
than ad-hoc constructions is that sponges guarantee relatively intuitive
interpretations of joins and meets, and allow us to recover at least some
properties of familiar operators like structural openings. Also, sponges
allow reasoning about the structure itself. For example: we can recog-
nize conditionally complete semisponges and see that any conditionally
complete semisponge is a full (conditionally complete) sponge. It may
also be possible to give characterizations of certain classes of sponges,
as has been done for weakly associative lattices [155].
Conceptually, the frame-based approach has the advantage of tting
better within the traditional morphological theory. On the other hand,
the approaches based on sponges, convex hulls, and the Loewner or-
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der can work directly on the original values and provide lower/upper
bounds in the original value space. In some sense we have the best of
both worlds now we have seen how these approaches relate to each
other and the frame-based approach.
9.3 path-based morphology
Chapter 7 has shown the relevance of paths to (hyper)connected lter-
ing of tensor elds, and has given an easy and ecient algorithm for
path openings on graphs that may contain cycles, based on the concept
of strongly connected components. This method has been applied to
dierent kinds of oriented data: tensorial orientation scores (also see
Appendix C) and spherically deconvolved diusion MRI data.
In contrast to traditional path openings, the approach presented here
allows preserving even a wildly curved path as a single entity. It could
even be used to construct path openings for data whose image domain is
a sphere or other curved space. It should be noted, however, that picking
any arbitrary graph structure is unlikely to be successful; some amount
of sparsity and a tendency to avoid (unnecessary) cycles is crucial in
getting sensible results. The examples show that it is entirely feasible
to apply the new method to real-world data though.
It is interesting to note that path openings seem to be more useful for
some types of tensor elds than for other types. An experiment using
orientation scores showed considerable success in extracting the curve
of interest, but another experiment on diusion MRI illustrated that for
that type of data, path length simply might not be an appropriate at-
tribute (paths tend to more or less run from one side of the brain to the
other). Still, it did work, and preserving long paths did preserve most of
the structure of the data.
Another issue is robustness to noise. As can be seen in Fig. 7.8, the
path opening on diusion MRI data removes certain structures on the
sides of the brain that in reality are likely to be connected to the cor-
pus callosum, but are not in the data because of a few missing vectors.
Chapter 8 shows how the SIR operator [146] can be used to construct
generalized path openings that are robust to precisely this type of noise.
It remains an open question if and how one can eciently implement
these operators on graphs with cycles.
Still, generalized path openings give an ecient (and scale invariant)
method for nding long paths with gaps. Compared to the two main ex-
isting methods for nding paths with gaps (robust path openings and
incomplete path openings), the new method combines the eciency of
one with the exibility of the other. With regard to the quality of the
dierent methods, one may wonder whether it is possible to give a sta-
tistical argument for preferring a particular scoring function, or to nd
a path scoring function which is optimal from a statistical point of view,
while still allowing for ecient computation.
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Other attributes than path length or size should be considered, and
the algorithms should be extended to greyscale [133, 140, 180]. For cer-
tain attributes the strongly connected component decomposition might
still help, as long as we want to compute those attributes over maximal
paths (maximal in the sense that there are no other paths of which they
are proper subsets). The condensation of a graph makes it easier to deal
with cycles when analyzing paths in directed graphs. In 3D it might also
be worthwhile to attempt nding sheets rather than paths.
Regarding tensors and tensor decompositions, there are still some un-
resolved issues. For example, how likely is it to have an ambiguous (min-
imum symmetric-rank) tensor decomposition? How does this change if
we add identity tensors to the possible “basis” tensors? What if we put
certain constraints on the tensors? Ultimately, one could hope to be able
to consider the path openings created here as algebraic openings on ten-
sor elds (and not just graphs built on top of those tensor elds), but
so far the possibility or impossibility of this is still an open question. In
addition, it would be interesting to explore tensor decompositions that
can also deal with negative components, for use with orientation scores.
9.4 the future of generalized morphology
This thesis has shown how to construct group-invariant lattices from
arbitrary lattices, and it can be shown that this construction is gen-
eral in the sense that any group-invariant erosion, dilation, etc. on a
lattice is still a group-invariant erosion, dilation, etc. on the newly con-
structed lattice. Furthermore, it seems highly likely that the range of
group-invariant morphological operators that can be built on top of
a lattice that is not itself invariant to the same group, will be highly
limited. Still, it is not yet known what those limits are precisely, and
whether the construction provided in Chapter 2 is in some sense “mini-
mal” (at a minimum one would need to take Section 2.3.3 into account).
Moving away from lattices, it would be interesting to delve further
into the world of sponges and related structures. There is a large body
of work on morphological concepts based on lattices, but how much can
be carried over to sponges? Can we nd new concepts that do not really
make sense on lattices, but do make sense on certain sponges? Is there
some other way to generalize lattices that is relevant for mathemati-
cal morphology? What kinds of sponges give what opportunities? Are
sponges even the “right” generalization of lattices, or are there better al-
ternatives? Also, it would be interesting to see if more (useful) sponges
can be constructed or found in the literature. For example, one may
wonder whether some of the more algebraic methods given by Burgeth
et al. [36] or Angulo [5] give rise to sponges.
It would also be interesting to revisit some of the approaches men-
tioned in Section 1.1, as there are supercial similarities between
sponges and the TV+L1 minimization [60] and vector median [19] ap-
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proaches. Also interesting is that the TV+L1 minimization framework
leads to operators that are to some extent contrast invariant [60].
The path-based operators presented in this thesis are interesting, but
they have also shown how limited ltering by path length/size can be
in the context of a tensor eld. A path-based analogue of attribute open-
ings might help here, if one can keep the time complexity within rea-
sonable bounds. And how about looking at structures perpendicular to
paths? That is, in diusion MRI the (local) thickness of a bundle can be
more interesting than its length. It could even be interesting to explore
skeletonization of tensor elds or graphs built on tensor elds (rather
than a scalar eld derived from the tensor eld).
Other points of view that could be interesting are those of discrete
calculus [96] and topology [20, 65, 113, 156]. Discrete calculus, as well
as certain topological approaches [156], consider purely discrete vector
and tensor elds, typically based on simplicial (or “cell”) complexes and
weighted graphs on those complexes. Similar to the representations de-
veloped in Chapters 2 to 4, this representation is scalar-valued, and thus
(in principle) easier to process with morphological operators. The main
problem is that one usually works with discretized tensor elds, repre-
sented by tensors dened for each point on some sort of grid, rather
than discrete vector or tensor elds. This means some sort of conver-
sion is required. Looking at the topological structure of a tensor eld
would be related to skeletonization-based approaches, and might have
similar applications. But again, we rst need to convert the tensor eld
and/or nd the right notion of topology.
A dierent direction for generalizing mathematical morphology is
formed by “N-ary morphology” [48]. Traditional morphology deals ef-
fectively with binary, ordinal and numerical data (as well as some multi-
variate data). This thesis extends this to vector- and tensor-valued data
(as well as vector- and tensor-elds). N-ary morphology, on the other
hand, deals with categorical data. That is, the basic assumption in N-ary
morphology can be said to be that there is no up or down, no foreground
or background, no on or o, just dierent categories. Fascinating, but
outside the scope of this thesis.
Summarizing, the frame-based approach presented in this thesis has
already proved useful in applying morphological operators to colour
images and tensor elds, but requires a dierent (overcomplete) repre-
sentation. Sponges may prove to be a way out, allowing for much more
exibility than lattices in dening appropriate joins and meets on vari-
ous kinds of spaces, but much work remains to be done. For tensor elds
path-based lters show promise, but a traditional path opening may not
always be the right tool. It will be interesting to see if convex hulls,
TV+L1 minimization and/or topology can inspire further advances in
this eld.
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